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Camera department records images to the  ARRI RAW Codex Onboard data pack and Pro Res SXS cards.

Master RAW files are recorded to LTO5 Master and Safety copy and a local server for immediate access.
Physical LTO assets are barcoded and entered into the Sixteen19 Asset Tracker db.

Production editorial files- DNX MXF media- are made and put onto the Avid Unity tower.

Executive review copies are made as h.264 files.

Physical assets (Codex Onboard, sound drives) are signed in and put on the Sixteen19 Asset tracker db, available to production.
Sixteen19's Data Station system converts camera and onset paperwork into metadata for the avid and post production databases. 

Sixteen19's OnSetDailies (www.onsetdailies.com) Desktop station takes ARRI RAW data, and processes all of the deliverable files
with the onelight grade from DIT Onset (LUT + CDL Applied). All digital assets are recorded in the Sixteen19 Asset Tracker db.
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Digital Image Technician uses calibrated monitors and pre-determined colour management Look Up Tables (LUTS) to assist DP. 
DIT can add one-light grading information at this point via Truelight colour management, to create an ASC CDL (Colour Decision 
List). CDL is inserted onto Codex Onboard per shot, and travels as per shot metadata. DIT copies ProRes files on SXS cards onto 
local server. Sixteen19 consults on calibration, lineup and color management.
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Codex and sound drives are sent back to camera dept via DIT.
LTO master and safety copies are stored in onsite and offsite secure storage
Once a week the DIT sends a shuttle drive's worth of ProRes files to also be archived to LTO5
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